
Celebrate Fairfax 2010 Show Report 
 

Celebrate Fairfax is a huge suburban County fair-type event with rides, food vendors, 

entertainment, exhibits and, of course, the National Capital Trackers! This is the “marathon of 

train shows!”  We have loads of running time - twenty three-hour from Friday evening through 

Sunday afternoon.  Changes were made to the layout this year that added to the fun of this long-

standing annual event.   

 

Changes to the layout design from two ovals to a champagne cork shape decreased the number of 

main lines from four to two.  Rick Eudy and Joe Helsing designed the new layout.  Rick also 

built a special length module to accommodate the bottom of the cork-shaped layout.   

 

We did considerable outreach and promotion to the membership and 32 members participated in 

some part of the show effort.  The result was plenty of running time and sufficient staffing so 

members could spend as much or as little time as they chose and had time to enjoy other parts of 

the event. 

 

Rich Myers, Bear Bailey, and Regis Harkins came by to help with setup.  Bill Robbins delivered 

and setup two modules belonging to Tom Hargis.  Bob Bitzer provided a “Bitzer blitz” of many 

fine Department 56 buildings.  Setup went well with the exception of some club corners having 

pins being pushed all the way into the track.  Steve Kehn gets our thanks for fixing a cabling 

issue and adding DCS filters to several modules besides setting up four modules between him 

and Matthew. 

 

 
Part of the Crew 

 

DCS ran well during the show.  The presence of a programming track helped with several 

engines.  Typically, one track ran conventional and one track ran multiple trains with 

DCS/TMCC.  The addition of “Do Not Touch” signs provided by Bob Easton helped limit 

extraneous “helping” hands.  

 

Of special note are the delicious cookies and brownies provided by Valerie Eudy.  Thanks Val! 

Jim Warrington ran several pre-war trains to the delight of all.  David Bonner continued his 

tradition of running small trains (i.e. in Bonner-speak this means less than 50 cars!)  Our oldest 

club member, Roger Neighborgall, ran a train with digital command for the first time!  Father 

and child teams were well represented including: Gil and Ben Baldwin, George and Ben Sisson, 



Rick and Claire Eudy, Steve and Matthew Kehn, Shannon and Cadence Hinnant, Frank and 

Giovanni Congelio, and George and Elias Tsakiris. 

 

 
Evening Running 

 

Logistically, we unloaded and loaded from the grass outside of the Atrium.  An hour of 

takedown time was saved by bringing the trailer outside the Atrium on Sunday morning.  This 

avoided the vehicle restrictions that run till the end of the show. 

 

Thanks to all for your support!  This was a great running show…see you next year!! 

George Tsakiris – assistant Trackmaster 

 

 
George & Elias thank you for your participation! 


